Honors & Awards for Early Career Faculty
Foundation Relations and Research Development Services

• Funding Related Services
  • Funding searches and strategy
  • Pivot trainings (RDS only)
  • Internal funding programs coordination

• Proposal Services
  • Checklists and templates
  • Proposal critiques and copy edits
  • Guidance on funding guidelines

• Other Services
  • Oversee limited submissions – internal competitions (RDS only)
  • Institutional support coordination and letters
Workshop agenda

1. Introductions
2. Overview of Prestigious Honors and Awards
3. Factors Contributing to Scholarly Recognition
4. Tools for Success
5. Personal Next Steps
Special Guest:  
Dr. Geri Richmond
Prestigious Honor & Award opportunities
Early career - Science

• Cottrell Scholar
• Camille Dreyfus Teacher-Scholar
• National Science Foundation CAREER Award
• Pew Biomedical Scholar
• Searle Scholar
• Sloan Research Fellowship (LS, STEM)
Early career –
Arts & Humanities

- ACLS Emerging Voices Fellowship
- American Philosophical Society Franklin Research Grant
- Ford Foundation Postdoctoral Fellowship
- Fulbright Postdoctoral Scholar
- George & Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation Fellowship
ALL Stages

• ACLS Fellowships (various)
• Andrew Carnegie Fellows
• Fulbright Scholars
• Guggenheim Fellows
• NEH Fellowships/Research Grants
Prestigious honors

1. National Academies of Sciences
2. American Academy of Arts and Sciences
3. American Association for the Advancement of Science
4. Professional Societies & Associations Recognition Awards
Factors contributing to scholarly recognition
Publications & Presentations

- Number of publications count
- Citation numbers count
- Publication in significant journals
- Books, esp. published by important presses
- Invited presentations, distinguished lectureships, plenary talks
Networking & Visibility

• Present at conferences, meetings, UO, elsewhere
• Memberships in societies and associations
• Get to know leaders in your field
• Serve as reviewer (e.g., NIH Study Sections)
• Volunteer on planning and other committees
Leadership Positions

- Formal roles in societies and associations
- Participation in production of national reports
- Serve as editor/associate editor/journal boards
- Join review and advisory boards
- Organize symposia and conferences
Web presence

- **Introduction**
  - About Statement
  - CV & Portrait
  - Contact Info
- **Research**
  - Descriptions
  - Data
  - Images
- **Networks**
  - Collaborators
  - Mentees
  - Professional Assocs.
- **Successes**
  - Honors and Awards
  - Significant Pubs
  - Plenary Lectures

Make sites phone format friendly
Examples

• Dr. Geri Richmond
• Dr. Christopher Doe
• Dr. Tara Fickle
Tools for success

- 1-2 page abstract of accomplishments
- 250-word contribution to field
- 50-word summary of accomplishments
- 1-2 page CV
- List of potential nominators
- List of top publications
Looking ahead

3 Next Steps
Partners in Crime
Key takeaways

- **Ambitious**
  - Seek opportunities/nominators

- **Prepared**
  - Nomination materials

- **Resilient**
  - Try and try again
Research Development Services

• We are to help!
• rds@uoregon.edu